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the same lines of capitalism; the mark and test of it was the
enclosure of the commons, which more than anything else
deprived the poor of an economic basis and turned them into
wholly dependent wage-earners. In the fifty years before the
accession of George III 300,000 acres had been enclosed; in
the next lifetime seven million—one-third of the useful land--
was taken from the people and went to swell the new capitalist
power. The function of the proletariat in the new mechanical
production is obvious; for upon the presence of a dispossessed
class working at a wage rendered as low as possible by com-
petition depended the possibility of new mechanical production
for export—the profits of which depended upon the difference
between the value of the goods turned out and thec labour costs*
of those who did the actual work, but whom the new social
organization forbade to possess, enjoy, or sell the products of
their own labour. The goods manufactured in this new fashion
and the surplus food from the fields went to the masters,
The New French Philosophy* Prior to and dominating
every material movement in history is something spiritual. The
mind controls its environment, not environment the mind, A
movement the distant roots of which were to be found in the
French Huguenot and Protestant rebellion agabst the traditional
culture of tie nation developed in France during the eighteenth
century, and, exercising the power of the Word, began to
permeate the whole of our civilization. It was a reaction against
tradition, and especially against the tradition of revealed religion.
Its chief exponent was Arouet, who wrote under the pseudonym
of Voltaire. He did not create, but he led; and by his literary
genius, and especially his wit, gave form and edge to the intel-
lectual change. It had not, even so late in the eighteenth
century as 1760-70, affected the popular masses in France (let
alone elsewhere), but it had had a conquering effect among the
leaders of thought and the educated classes in general. In the
nations of Catholic culture—notably in France, but also in Italy,
less in Spain, hardly at all in Ireland—it had hard material to
bite upon in the shape of the organized and official Church. In
the Protestant culture it had less effect because there was less
definable material to attack, but it profoundly affected the
leading minds of the time even there; there was close friendship
and sympathy between Voltaire and Frederick the Great of
Prussia; the best intellects of England at the time felt it also;
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